Non-perturbative charm and bottom quark-pair production is investigated in the early stage of heavy ion collisions. Following our earlier works, the time-dependent study is based on a kinetic description of fermion-pair production in strong non-Abelian fields. We introduce time-dependent chromo-electric external field with a pulse-like time evolution, which simulates the overlap of two colliding heavy ions. The calculations is performed in a SU(2) color model with finite current quark masses. Yields of heavy quark-pairs are compared to the ones of light and strange quark-pairs. We show that the small inverse duration time of the field pulse determines the efficiency of the quarkpair production. Thus we do not see the expected suppression for heavy quark production, as follows from the Schwinger formula for constant field, but rather an enhanced heavy quark production at ultrarelativistic energies. We convert pulse duration time-dependent results into collisional energy dependence and introduce flavour-dependent energy string tensions, which can be used in string based model calculations at RHIC and LHC energies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The main aim of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions is to create extreme high energy densities and study the deconfinement phase transition of colored quarks and gluons. Experiments at the BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) have been investigated the center of mass colliding region up to √ s = 200 AGeV and detectors at CERN Large Hadronic Collider (LHC) are ready to explore the energy range to √ s = 5500 AGeV. At such high energies the colliding nuclei are two colliding sheets of nucleons with a huge Lorentz-contraction (γ cm = 100 at RHIC and γ cm = 2750 at LHC), surrounded by a gluon cloud. Their overlap results in a strong chromoelectric and chromo-magnetic field to be built up. Particles, namely gluons and quark-antiquark pairs are produced from this strong field, similarly to the Schwinger mechanism in quantum electrodynamics (QED) [1] . The particle production rate depends on the field strength, which is varying in time. The soft particles produced in such a non-perturbative way form the bulk of the wanted quark-gluon plasma, after they successfully thermalized. Light and strange quarks loose most of their original properties during thermalization, but charm and bottom quarks conserve certain characteristic properties, which can be studied after the whole evolution of the heavy ion collisions. In this paper we investigate the primordial non-perturbative production of heavy charm and bottom quarks, and explore the early stage of heavy ion collisions.
Recently the study of heavy quark production has received wide interest, because open charm has been measured at RHIC in d+Au [2] , Cu+Cu [3] , and Au+Au [4] collisions. The STAR [2, 3, 4] and PHENIX [5, 6] experiments have obtained different results (within a factor of 3), which finding opened vivid experimental and theoretical discussions [7] . A review on heavy-flavour production has been published recently [8] . Theoretical calculations based on perturbative quantum chromodynamics (pQCD) at fixed order next to-leading logaritms (FONLL) have found that the measured total charm cross section only comparable with the upper limit of the FONLL calculations. Thus there is a room for nonperturbative production channels. However, the situation is very complex, as it was discussed in a recent paper [9] : measured heavy quark radiative and collisional energy loss in heavy ion collisions must fit into the picture, as well as the regeneration of charm hadrons in quark coalescence channels. The interest on this question supports the importance of our investigation of primordial non-perturbative heavy quark production.
Theoretical descriptions of particle production in high energy pp collisions are based on the introduction of chromoelectric flux tube ('string') models [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . String picture is a good example of how to convert the kinetic energy of a collision into field energy, than later on gain the stored kinetic energy back. However, at RHIC and LHC energies the string density is expected to be so large that a strong collective gluon field will be formed in the whole available transverse volume. Furthermore, the gluon number will be so high that a classical gluon field as the expectation value of the quantum field can be considered in the reaction volume [15, 16, 19] . Alternatively at extremely high energies, nucleus nucleus collisions can be described as two colliding sheets of Colored Glass Condensate. In the framework of this model it was shown that in the early stage of collision longitudinal color-electric and color-magnetic fields are created [17] . The properties of such non-Abelian classical fields and details of gluon production were studied very intensively during the last years, especially asymptotic solutions (for summaries see Refs. [18, 20] ). Fermion production was calculated recently [21, 22, 23] .
Fermion pair production together with boson pair production were investigated by different models of particle production from strong Abelian [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] and non-Abelian [35, 36, 37] fields. These calculations concentrated mostly on the bulk properties of the gluon and quark matter, the time evolution of the system, the time dependence of energy and particle number densities, and the appearance of fast thermalization.
In our previous papers (see Ref. [38, 39] ) we investigated massless fermion and boson production in strong Abelian and non-Abelian external electric field. During these calculations we have realized, that the role of mass becomes unimportant when the collisional energy is increasing and the the pulse duration time becomes comparable to the inverse quark mass [40] . In this paper we describe strange, charm, and bottom quark-pair production. Motivated by the problems raised in Ref. [9] we investigate the role of string tension in the Schwinger mechanism for heavy quark pair production.
The energy dependece of the string tension was investigated earlier [19] . Instead of the usual κ ∼ 1 GeV/fm value the much higher effective string tension, κ ∼ 5 − 12 GeV/fm appeared in the calculations. This open question motivates our investigation also.
In this paper we solve the kinetic model in the presence of an external SU(2) non-Abelian color field. We focus on particle production with finite mass at different duration time of the quickly changing external field. Section 2 summarizes theoretical background of the kinetic equation for color Wigner function. In Section 3 we consider the kinetic equation for pure longitudinal time-dependent SU(2) color field, which will be solved numerically. In Section 4 we summarize and discuss our numerical results from general point of view. We discuss the collision energy and pulse duration time-dependence of heavy quark production. In a phenomenological way we introduce flavour specific string tensions to connect our numerical results and Schwinger estimate.
In Appendix A we derive general kinetic equation for the Wigner function starting from QCD Lagrangian. In Appendix B we show exact solution of the kinetic equation for SU(2) color case, that supports our numerical calculation.
II. THE KINETIC EQUATION FOR THE WIGNER FUNCTION
The equation of motion for color Wigner function W (k, t) in the gradient approximation reads (see Appendix A for details)
Here m denotes the current mass of the fermions, g is the coupling constant, A µ is the 4-potential of an external space-homogeneous color field and F µν is corresponding field tensor 
where W s is the color singlet part and W a is the color multiplet components. It is also convenient to perform spinor decomposition separating scalar a, vector b µ , tensor c µν , axial vector d µ and pseudo-scalar parts e:
The asymmetric tensor components of the Wigner function is convenient to decompose into axial and polar vectors c 
III. KINETIC EQUATION IN SU(2) WITH COLOR ISOTROPIC EXTERNAL FIELD
After the color and spinor decomposition of the equations for the Wigner function in case of pure longitudinal external SU(2) color field with fixed color direction A a z = A ⋄ z n a , where n a n a = 3 and ∂ t n a = 0 [39] , we obtain the following system of equations for the singlet component
The distribution function for massive fermions is completely defined by components a, b [39] :
where
Thus for time-and momentum-dependent distribution functions scalar a, vector b µ , axial vector d µ , and tensor c components of the Wigner function are needed, only.
The initial conditions for the Wigner function in vacuum reads (see Appendix A)
Considering vacuum initial condition symmetry we obtain the following equations for the singlet (we redefined c = c 1 to simplify reading)
and for the triplet components
where we introduced the following vector decomposition
Here the unit vector collinear to the field direction, n, is given by n = E ⋄ /|E ⋄ | = (0, 0, 1) and k ⊥ = (k 1 , k 2 , 0). As follows from Eqs. (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) , the axial part of vector b x , tensor components c x , longitudinal d z and perpendicular d ⊥ parts of axial vector components do not contribute to the evolution of the distribution function.
These equations could be further simplified and transformed to ones that are similar to Abelian case (see Appendix B for details).
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. General results
In Ref. [39] we have solved the above equations for massless (light) quarks and described their longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions. Here we focus on the integrated particle yields and discuss the obtained results, focusing on massive (heavy) quark production.
In the numerical calculation we have used the following parameters: the maximal magnitude of the field E 0 = 0.68 GeV/fm; the strong coupling constant g = 2; the current quark masses string tension κ ∼ 1.17 GeV/fm. The reason why we use this value will be explained below, in Subsection IV B.
The particle production is ignited by a pulse-like color field simulating a heavy ion collision [39] :
where τ is a pulse duration time.
The suppression factor of heavier quark Q to light one u is defined in the asymptotic future (c.f. [1] ), t ≫ τ , as
Here n q (t) is the number density of corresponding quarks given by
where q denotes different quark flavours, q=u, d, s, c, b.
In Fig. 1 the time evolution of quark number densities, n q , are displayed for different pulse duration time, τ E 1/2 0 = 0.1 and 0.5. For short pulse the quark number densities are comparable with each other (solid lines). In this case the particle production happens during the whole evolution of the field. In contrast to this, for long pulse, the number of produced charm and bottom quarks becomes negligible in the final state, because their production is balanced by annihilation. In U(1) color case the annihilation term can be identified clearly, see Ref. [38] .
This dependence on the pulse duration time is also demonstrated in Fig both charm and bottom quark production is substantially enhanced in the cases of short pulse. This enhancement has a maximum at τ ∼ 0.1 √ E 0 for charm and at even smaller τ for heavier bottom quark. In opposite to the heavy quarks, light and strange quark productions are increasing with the pulse duration time without any local maximum. Fig. 2 displays an important result that at small value of τ the heavy quark production has a pronounced maximum with value well beyond the well known asymptotic Schwinger estimate, see Ref. [1] .
We further investigate the suppression factor and its dependence on pulse duration time and quark masses. Fig. 3 displays the suppression factor, γ Q , for different pulse duration time, as a function of quark mass. For short pulse the suppression factor is decreasing almost linearly with increasing quark mass value. For long pulse we can see a very fast (∼ exp{−m 2 /E 0 }) drop, which is consistent with the Schwinger formula.
In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the pulse duration time dependence of the suppression factor for different flavours. As it can be seen the dramatic change of the suppression factors for heavy quarks happens in the region 0.1 < mτ < 1. Actually, as it is shown in Appendix B, there are two dimensionless parameters that control the behaviour of the particle production. One is the dimensionless pulse duration, mτ ; the other is adiabaticity parameter, Γ K ∼ m/(E 0 τ ). The Schwinger formula is valid for the combination mτ ≫ 1 and Γ K ≪ 1.
Note, that at short pulse, the relative charm and bottom production is surprisingly large, which does not follow any earlier expectation.
B. Energy and pulse duration time dependence
To fix free parameters we use the following simple model. The field depends on two unknown parameters, τ and E 0 . We will fix them as the best fit of the suppression factors for primordial strange and charm quarks obtained in a quark coalescence calculation [41, 42] From intuitive reasons the duration of field pulse is proportional to the time of two Lorenz-contracted heavy ions pass each other at almost speed of light, i.e.
where R is the radius of a nuclei, γ cm ≃ √ s/(2GeV) is the gamma-factor, α is an unknown proportionality coefficient. In case of gold-gold collision at RHIC energy we obtained α = 0.96 from the best fit values given above. We further assume that α weakly depends on the collision energy and this dependence can be neglected. Thus having the value of α in hand we can transform the duration time dependence to the collision energy dependence. Although this conversion is oversimplified (e.g. it does not take into account any stopping effects), we expect to obtain results of the right order of magnitude. The extracted numbers make possible to interpret our numerical results on realistic basis, namely energy scales.
In Fig. 5 we show the time and energy dependence of the suppression factor for strange, charm and bottom quarks. To demonstrate how robust our results we calculated the suppression factors assuming different pulse duration time (corresponded to different collision energies) dependence of the field pulse magnitude E 0 (τ ). We consider three special cases
The constant E 0 (τ ) is recovered if β = 0. The second choice, β = 1/2, corresponds to finite number of quarks for short pulses, τ → 0, (see Appendix B, Eq. (88)). Finally, β = 1 results in divergent number of quarks for τ → 0 (see Appendix B, Eq. (91)).
In Fig. 5 we include these numbers, β, to distinguish between different cases for the strange quark suppression factor. For the heavy quarks all three curves are indistinguishable. As it can be seen, for strange quark the difference between the above cases is only important for low energy collisions, or long pulse duration. At constant E 0 , and in the limit τ → ∞ the suppression factor for the strange quark production tends to the Schwinger limit, ∼ 0.74. For charm and bottom quarks the Schwinger limit is negligibly small, see the suppression factor, γ Q , for experimentally favoured energies in Table I . 
C. Effective string tension
In the previous subsections we have obtained that the time dependence of the strong color field can induce an enhancement of heavy quark production (especially in a case of pulse duration times corresponded to high energy collisions). In usual string-based models [10, 11, 12, 13, 14] these abundances can be introduced by increasing the effective string tension in the Schwinger formula. However our results show that different effective string tensions should be introduced for different quark flavours. Here we calculate these string tension values and offer them for later use.
Let us recall the Schwinger formula for particles with mass m
Here κ is the string tension. According to this formula the suppression factor of heavier (Q) to light quarks (q) is given by
This formula is valid for the case of arbitrary N in SU(N), see Ref. [43] . At first we extract an effective string tension assuming its common value for light and heavy quarks. Providing our numerical calculation of suppression factor (see Fig. 5 ) for Q-flavour, γ Q (τ ), we solve the equation
to find the effective string tension dependence on pulse duration time, τ , and subsequently on the collision energy, √ s, for given quark flavour. Fig. 6 displays results in a logarithmic scale. As it can be seen, the values of κ Q eff are very much different for strange, charm and bottom quarks. In Fig. 7 we show our results in a linear scale focusing on RHIC energy range. These large string tension values should be applied to light quark production as well, but we see three different values. This indicates the need of introduction of effective string tension in a different way.
We keep the usual string tension for light quarkκ u eff ≃ 1.17 GeV/fm and introduce "flavour specific" effective string tensions for heavier flavours. On the basis of Eq. (42) we obtain the suppression factor
Extracting such a "flavour specific" effective string tensions from the numerically calculated values we obtain Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . We would like to emphasize the difference between κ Q eff andκ Q eff , which is demonstrated by their different values. For easier use we generated the Table II displaying the "flavour specific" effective string tensions for experimentally favoured collision energies.
The values for strange quark are approximately energy independent. However for charm and bottom quarks we get large values (∼ 6 − 38 GeV/fm). Earlier analysis [19] based calculations. As it was demonstrated in Ref. [9] , the available experimental data on charm production at RHIC (for √ s = 200A GeV) is successfully described by an effective string tension ∼ 3 GeV/fm (the corresponding value in Table II is 
V. CONCLUSION
We have calculated non-perturbative quark pair production in time-dependent strong non-Abelian SU(2) fields. Applying a pulse like time evolution and investigating the influence of pulse duration time, we observed that light and strange quark-pairs are produced as we expected, approaching the Schwinger limit. Charm and bottom quarks followed this behaviour for long pulses. However, for short pulses we did not see the expected heavy quark suppression, connected to the large quark mass in the Schwinger estimate. Indeed, the large value of inverse pulse duration time, overwhelming the mass of the heavy quark, 1/τ ≫ m c , determines the quark-pair production. We obtained enhanced heavy quark production at small duration time of the pulse, which can be connected to ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions.
On the basis of our numerical results obtained from the kinetic equations we defined "flavour specific" effective string tension values to describe the enhanced heavy quark production. The validity of the obtained values must be verified by string based Monte-Carlo calculations. However our values seem to be reasonable in comparison to previously published string model results.
Finally, we would like to emphasis the strength of our model demonstrated in this paper: we are able to describe non-perturbative particle production (in strong non-Abelian field) in a wide energy range, simulating the environment of heavy ion collisions at different energies. The flexibility of our model is very much favoured to understand the experimental data and the physics behind them at different collisional energies. In the widely used CGC model [17] asymptotic solution could have been extracted displaying heavy ion reactions with infinite collisional energy, only. Our results, the obtained energydependent enhancement of non-perturbative heavy quark production, display the complexity of strong field physics and the importance of continuously varying energy dependence.
here and earlier [39, 40] , we use this non-Abelian version. However, the original paper of Prozorkevich et al. [35] contains a few misprints in important equations, which may confuse the reader and questioning the validity of our work. To avoid this confusion we shortly display the most important steps for derivation of the kinetic equation for the Wigner function in non-Abelian case.
The starting point is the equations of motion for the quark field operators, obtained by the variation of the QCD Lagrangian. The last reads
a is the 4-potential of color field, m is the current quark mass and g is the QCD coupling constant. The field tensor F µν is given by
The generators of SU(N) group in the fundamental representation t a = λ a /2 are expressed in terms of Gell-Mann matrices for SU(3) and Pauli matrices for SU (2) . The wanted equations of motion for spinor field operators read
Here the covariant derivative D * i in the second equation acts to the left.
The single-time Wigner function [36] is defined by
the unitary link operator U (x 1 , x 2 ) is introduced to maintain gauge invariance of the Wigner function. The link operator is given by
The oneparticle density matrix reads
We apply the first derivative w.r.t. time to both sides of Eq. (50) and take into account that the variation of the link operator is given by
Defining the Schwinger string
we rewrite Eq. (53)
Keeping in mind this variation we obtain the wanted equation for the Wigner function:
Here we used the equation of motions for fermion field operators and the following identity
that is valid for any analytical function f (y). The argument of field tensor is given by
As we can see in Eq. (55), the obtained kinetic equation is nonlocal and difficult to solve numerically. With help of gradient expansion we can derive local approximations. In our calculations we use space homogeneous fields. In this case the kinetic equation take the form of Eq. (1), that we used in this paper and previous ones [39, 40] .
The Wigner equation for the vacuum state follows from the definition displayed in Eq. (50). Indeed, using usual anticommutation relations for fermion field operators we obtain the Wigner function in vacuum
Appendix B. Exact solutions for SU(2)-color case
In Section III the kinetic equation for the Wigner function was solved numerically. However, after taking into account additional symmetries of the external field we can discover further simplifications and even obtain ex
The equations for "(+)" and "(-)" functions are completely factorized and can be solved independently. The distribution function f is obtained as
The equations (72-74) are very similar to those obtained in the Abelian case (see Eqs. (76-77) in [32] and Eqs. (22) (23) (24) in [38] ). However, only f is physical quantity, while the functions F ± carry intermediate information. Nevertheless, from mathematical point of view there is no difference and this analogy allows to exploit U(1) solution to obtain exact analytical results for SU(2)-color case, as we demonstrate below.
In the case of a time reversal symmetry of the field strength, E(t) = E(−t), the corresponding components are equal to each other, e.g. 
.
(76) Here we introduced the following notations
The Schwinger limit can be readily obtained from Eq. (76). Indeed, for pulses longer than any scale in the system, τ ≫ max{E −1/2 0 , m −1/2 }, we can use the expansions
In the leading order of expansion parameter τ we obtain the following distribution function
After the integration w.r.t. momentum we obtain SU(2) version of the Schwinger formula
where we have taken into account the replacement dk z → √ 3gE 0 τ /2. Thus in SU(2) the suppression factor of heavy particles with mass m Q to light particles with mass m q in Schwinger limit is given by
The analytical result for the number density of quarks can be also obtained if the following inequality is satisfied
where we introduce the adiabaticity parameter Γ K [46] . In this limit the dictribution function is given by
The momentum integration of this distribution function can be done analytically in the following cases:
a) Long pulse duration and undercritical field. For long pulse duration the constraint mτ ≫ 1 in Eq. (85) is satisfied for undercritical field, E/E cr ≪ 1. After expanding the distribution function in Eq. (86) and performing momentum integration, we obtain the number density n = 3(mτ )
3/2 4π τ (gE 0 ) 2 exp(−2πmτ ).
The condition of long pulse duration and undercritical field could be realized for the collision of heavy ions in SPS energy range (assuming that the physical picture of classical gluon field is still valid) for light quarks, or for charm and bottom quarks at and below the RHIC energies (the string tension is the order of 1 GeV/fm.) b) Short pulse duration. In the opposite limit, mτ ≪ 1, we obtain the number density
In this case the number density of produced particles depends linearly on the duration time, τ , and is independent of the particle mass, m.
For the parameter set we used in the main part of the manuscript the field magnitude, E 0 , is about five times higher than the critical one for the strange quark. The number of produced strange quarks follows the Eq. (88) for pulse duration at least five times less then inverse mass of strange quark τ ≪ (5m s ) −1 ≃ 0.3 fm/c As we estimated in Eq. (40) the pulse duration time for RHIC is about 0.1 fm/c, that is only three times less than (5m s ) −1 . Thus the expression (88) is valid for the strange quark only at higher than RHIC energies. 
In this limiting case the strange suppression factor tends to unity, that supports our numerical result in Fig. 5 ..
One more analytical result can be obtained from the general solution Eq. (76). If the duration time of the pulse tends to zero, but amplitude is increasing as E 0 = A 0 τ −1 (A 0 is constant), then the distribution function is given by
where ω ± = 2µ ± /τ . Since the momentum integral from the above distribution function is divergent, this approximation results in infinitely many new quark-antiquark pairs in unit volume. This is understandable since we pump infinite energy to the system in this special case.
